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"First, the subset or Horn clause logic on which Prolog is based, is presented. Second, inrerence rules
roviding a programming language on run predicate logic, e.g. negation at the object level and virtual classes,
re introduced. Third, identity is added to the language, providing the notion or a function, and rurthermore,
1aking a unification algorithm redundant. Fourth, the. idea., or evaluated and non-evaluated terms as well
, infinite objects, are presented. A rew simple computation rules are discussed in section 5, in particular,
mtrol on the inrerence rule "and-introduction", rrom which several well-known computation rules, e.g.
>-routining and lazy evaluation are obtained. Furthermore, computations on infinite data structures are
·eated, and it is proven that they terminate. Finally, computations on negated statements are treated."
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ABSTRACT

Prolog

as

a computer language offers simplicity,

interpretation of programs.

Computer languages based upon computational entities

called "actors" offer modularity,
powerful

computational

computation,

for

parallelism, full extensibility and a simple but

semantics.

defining

power, and a declarative

new

data

Prolog

is

not

well-suited

types,

or

for

writing

independent of the physical representation of their data.

for

controlling

programs that

are

This paper introduces the

concept and motivation for actors and then describes a system called "Intermission"
which implements actors in Prolog.

The thesis presented is that a hybrid of actors

and logic programming is a strong alternative to a language based upon either
concept alone.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

During the last ten years there has been much research on a new kind of
computational entity, variously known as "actors11 , "objects", and "abstract objects".
An actor combines both procedure and data into a single object.
computation via "message passing".

Actors perform

Various computer languages have been built

upon actors, among them are Smalltalk (<Goldberg 1976> and <Kay 1977>), Ac:=t 1 (a
descendant of Plasma) (<Hewitt 1977> and <Lieberman draft>) and Director (<Kahn
. 1978> and <Kahn 1979> ).

Among the advantages of building sy sterns. in such languages are increased
modularity and extensibility.
processing.

Actors are also very well-suited for describing parallel

On highly parallel hardware it is anticipated that actor programs will

be sirnplier and more efficient than the traditional alternatives.
Prolog (<Coelho 1980> and <Warren 1977>) is a programming language that has
the unique feature . that programs written in it can be viewed either pro.cedurally or
declaratively as logical statements.
it has certain deficiencies.

However, as a high-level programming language

It is difficult to write programs that are not dependent

upon the representation of the data.

A typical sort program, for example, works

only upon lists as they are provided by Prolog and a different version is needed for
difference lists or other kinds of lists.

It is also quite awkward in Prolog to

handle "virtual data objects", such as the list of successive natural numbers whose
parts are computed as needed.
they are needed.

In general it is difficult to delav computations until

The ability to construct new kinds of data structures in Prolog is
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limited to those that can be represented by terms and list structures.

These very

general data structures are on occasion extremely inefficient in comparison with
more specialized structures such as arrays or bit strings.

Other more general data

structures are often more convenient than those whose parts are accessed by their
position

in

the

structure.

The "packagers"

of

Act

1 which

subcomponents and partial descriptions are an example of such.

support

named

As I hope to show,

many of these deficiencies of Prolog can be remedied by the inclusion of actors.
This report describes an implementation in Pro log of actors modeled after the
Act 1 language.

The implementation is called Intermission.

There is another motivation for

implementing actors in Prolog

besides

the

alleviation of the above mentioned deficiencies: that is that it may lead to a better
or different actor semantics.

The logical view of Prolog programs applies to Prolog

that implement actors.

Certain unusual features of Prolog carry over to the actors

implemented in Prolog.

The possibility of reversing the normal "input" and "output"

variables of a Prolog relation, for example, changes the normal semantics of actor
computations.

The ability to use the same program in many different ways is very

attractive and adds new dimensions to actor programs.
2. WHAT IS AN ACTOR

An actor is a computational en~ity that combines in a single unit both program
and data.

Actors therefore subsume both procedures, functions, and all kinds of

data structures.

Computation is performed only by sending messages.

It is not

possible to reach inside an actor or change an actor without sending that actor a
message requesting such an operation.
of computation.

This guarantees the integrity of the objects

The programs written in an actor language depend only upon the

behavior of modules and not upon their physical representation.
An actor consists of two parts: a "script" which decides what should be done
with incoming messages and a set of "acquaintances" which . are the other actors
that the actor knows.

The acquaintances play the role of local data for the actor.

An actor can only send a message to someone it knows, i.e. either to one of its
acquaintances or to someone referred to in the incoming message.
Actors can represent a data type in many different ways and the programs that
use them need not know which representation it is dealing with.

For example, one

can define matrices as two-dimensional arrays, or as pairs of indices and values

,.
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(perhaps stored in a hash table), or as a procedure that computes the values as
needed.

The first alternative is the traditional way of representing matrices and

exploits the way memory is addressed in conventional computers.

The second one

provides great savings of space and time if the matrix is large and sparse.

The

third alternative is ideal for special matrices such as identity matrices.
Since

programs depend

only

upon the behavior of the "data" there is no

difficulty defining infinite objects such as the list of prime numbers.

Lists are

actors that accept messages asking for their first and rest components, for printing,
for determining equality with other lists, and for matching against other lists.
Some lists accept other messages such as those asking for its length or to append
another list to itself.

There are no constraints that such lists must be explicitly

represented or finite.
In a totally consistent actor system, it is relatively easy to add actors that
represent computations yet to· be done or that are being done in parallel (perhaps
even on another processor).

The actor can be passed around, inserted in lists, and

the like and only when its value is needed must the computation involved finish.
Again the dependence upon the behavior, as opposed to the physical implementation
of a data structure, makes this possible.
3. HOW TO PUT ACTORS INTO PRPLOG

If one were adding actors to Prolog to produce a better practical computer
language then they would have to be incorporated at a low level of implementation.
They would have the same status as functors, symbols and numbers have in current
implementations of Prolog.

However, this report describes an incorporation of

actors in Prolog whose purpose is to clarify and explore the issues and ideas
involved.

As a consequence, the actors are added to Prolog ih a .very clean,

general, and flexible manner

that is unfortunately

extremely

inefficient.

The

implementation has proved adequate for running simple programs like quick sort or
the sieve of Eratosthenes and for implementing six or seven different types of lists.
We implement "bi-directional" message passing with the relation "sent" between a
TARGET, a MESSAGE, and the RESULT of the transmitting the MESSAGE to the
TARGET.

The more general "uni-directional" message passing of Act 1 cannot be

represented by a . relation in Prolog since it requires that an actor receiving a
message have full control over what the next message is and who it is sent to.
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Intermission. instead follows Prolog•·s backtracking and stack discipline.
Let us consider a simple implementation of lists to illustrate the "sent" relation.
Of course, since Prolog already has lists this is meant solely as an illustration of

the basic ideas.

It turns out. we wilJ represent actors as Prolog lists, so this

clearly will not make Prolog more powerful --- later examples are for that.. Actors
are represented as terms whose functor is "actor", whose first argument is their
type which plays the role of the "script" and the rest of the arguments are the

"acquaintances" of the actor.

Atomic messages are represented by symbols while

ordinary messages are represented by terms of type "message".
First we define the message "first" which returns the first element of the actor
list, and the message "rest" which returns the rest of the list.

(Lower case words

are literals; upper case are variables.)
sent(actor(list,FIRST,REST),first,FIRST).
sent(actor(list,FIRST,REST),rest,REST).
For example,

to find

the rest of the list (A B)

we type

the

following

to

· Intermission.
sent(actor( I ist,

A,
a c t o r ( 1 i s t , B , a c t o r( em p t y _ 1 i s t ) ) ) ,
rest,
R).

/* and the system responds*/
R = actor(list,B,actor(empty_list))
Next we define a means of making lists by adding new elements in front (i.e. "cons"
in Lisp).
sent(actor(list,FIRST;REST),
mes sage ( add_el emen t ,NEW_ELEMENT), ·
actor(list,
NEW ELEMENT,
actor(list,FIRST,REST))).
To get started we need the empty list, which we will represent as an actor without
any acquaintances.
sent(actor(empty_list),
message(add_element,NEW_ELEMENT),
actor(list,NEW_ELEMENT,actor(empty_list))).
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Now suppose we want our lists to respond to "length" messages.

We could define

this as follows:
sent(actor(list.FIRST,REST),length,N) :- /* the length is N if*/
sent(REST,length,M),
/* the length of its rest is Mand*/
sent(M,message(+, 1) ,N).
/* N = M + 1 */
sent(actor(empty_list),length,0).

/* the empty

list is 0 long*/

To extend our lists so that they can respond to messages asking if they are
equal to another list, we have the following:
sent(actor(list,FIRST,REST),
mes sage ( e qua l , ANOTHER_ L IS T) ,
true) :/* is other a list*/
sent(ANOTHER_LIST,messc1ge(are_you_a,list),true),
sent(ANOTHER LIST,first,OTHERS FIRST),
/* is other's first*/
s en t ( F IRS T , me s sage ( e q u a 1 , OTl--iERS _ F I RS T) , t r u e ) , / * e q u a 1 t o mi n e * /
sent(ANOTHER LIST,rest,OTHERS REST),
/* and his rest*/
s en t (REST, mes sage ( e qua I , OTHERS_REST) , t r u e ) •
/ * e q u a l t o mi n e * /
We need to stop sometime so we define .empty lists to equal themselves.
s en t ( a c t o r ( empty _ l i s t ) , me s s age ( e q u a l , a c t o r ( empty _ l i s t ) ) , t r u e ) •
We introduced a new message of general usefulness that verifies the type of the
. actor.

We need both lists and the empty list to answer yes to the question "are

you a list".
sent(actor(empty_list),message(are_you_a,list),true).
sent(actor(list,FIRST,REST),
message(are_you_a,list),
true).
There remains a problem at this point.

Suppose we have the list (A B C) and

we ask it are you equal to (Z B C) then it will ask A if it is equal to
and Z are Prolog symbols not actors.

z.

But A

The solution to this problem that we take is

similar to that taken by Act 1 in handling "rock bottom" actors.

We represent

numbers and symbols specially but they · still behave just like full-fledged actors.
The representation we choose is Prolog.'s.

For example, to enable Prolog symbols to

answer "equal" message we do the following:
sent(SYMBOL,message(equal,SYMBOL),true) :- atomic(SYMBOL).
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4. A LIST OF INTEGERS

The actor lists we just defined have no advantages over Prolog lists and are
more complex and awkward.

An example that points to some of the advantages of

the actor approach is a list of integers.

We can represent a large class of them

simply by an actor with three acquaintances: the first element, the last element,
and the difference between successive elements.
We can define "first" and "rest" messages for such lists as follows:
sent(actor(nlist,BEGIN,END,INCREMENT),first,BEGIN).
sent(actor(nlist,BEGIN,END,INCREMENT),
rest,
actor(nlist,NEW BEGIN,END,INCREMENT)) :/* add INCREMENT to BEGIN to get the NEW BEGIN*/
sent(BEGIN,message(+, INCREl'v1ENT) ,NEW_BEGIN).
The "rest" message can be read as "if a list of numbers is asked for the rest of
its elements it answers with a list of numbers just like itself except that the first
element is the old first element plus the increment." Notice that the addition is
performed by actors; the first number is sent the message "add the value of
increment" to yourself.
Numbers are able to take messages like this because they are "rock bottom"
actors with message handlers such as the following:
s en t (NUMBER , me s sage ( + , ANOTHER ) , RESULT ) : in tege r(NlJMBER),
integer(ANOTHER),
/* if they are both numbers*/
RESULT i s ANOTHER + NUMB ER.
/* then add them*/
We could go on and define "equal", "length", "are_you_a", and "print" messages
for these new kinds of lists but'· some of it will be a repetition of the previous
clauses.

Other kinds of lists will be defined and some will have even more in

common With the behavior of our attor lists.
and Director is "message delegation".

The solution . to this problem in Act 1

When an actor does not know how to handle

a particular message it "delegates" it to someone it thinks can handle it for him.
This actor which delegates is called the "client" and it delegates to its "proxy".
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Delegation is implemented by having the following two clauses be the last ones
of "sent".
sent(ANYONE,MESSAGE,RESULT) :/* if an actor can't handle a message we ask it for its proxy*/
sent(ANYONE,proxy,PROXY),/*
/* and send the PROXY a message to handle this for the actor*/
sent (PROXY ,mes sage ( hand 1e_for ,ANYONE ,MESSAGE) ,RESULT).
sent(ANYONE,message(handle_for,CLIENT,MESSAGE),RESULT) :/* and if a proxy cannot handle the problem passed to him,
he passes it on along to his proxy*/
sent(ANYONE,proxy,PROXY),
sent(PROXY,message(handle_for,CLIENT,MESSAGE),RESULT).
This simple scheme greatly increases the power of the actor system by facilitating
the sharing of knowledge.

The programmer now can place knowledge at as high a

level of abstraction as desired. · For example, we can define a "print" message for
all kinds of lists as follows:
sent(actor(list),message(handle_for,LIST,print)) :write('('),
/* print an open parenthesis*/
sent(LIST,print_elements), /* print the elements of the list*/
write(' )').
/* print a close parenthesis*/
sent(actor(list),message(handle_for,LIST,print_elements)) :-.
write(' '),
sent(LIST,first,FIRST),
sent(FIRST,print),
/* send "print" to the first element*/
sent(LIST, rest,REST),
s en t (REST , pr i n t _ e l eme n t s ) • .
/ * " p r i n t e l eme n t s " t o t he r e s t * /
Now if we declare that our number lists have the generic "list" actor as a "proxy"
as follows:
sent (actor ( n 1 is t) , proxy, 1 i. st) •
then we can print "nlists" without difficulty.

For example,

sent(actor(nlist,1,15,2),print).
/* the previous corrmand causes the following to be printed*/
( 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 )
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This is fine but how should a list like "actor(nlist, 1, 1000000, 1)11 be printed? The
delegation mechanism provides only a default behavior, we can override it in this
case as follows:
sent(actor(nlist),message(handle_for,LIST,print_elements)) :/* nlist picks up "handle for" messages so it can be a proxy*/
s en t( L I ST , l en g t h , LENGTH) ,
/ * f i n d t he 1en g t h o f t he l i s t * /
sent(LENGTH,message(>,5),true),
/* and its greater then 5 */
sent(LIST,print_elements_with_dots).
/* print it specially*/
sent(actor(nlist),
message(handle_for,LIST,print_elements_with_dots)) :write(''),
sent(LIST,first,FIRST),
sent(FIRST,print),
/* print the first element*/
write(' '),
sent(LIST,2,SECOND),
/* Lists can respond to numbers with their Nth element*/
sent(SECOND,print),
/* print the second element*/
write(' '),
sent(LIST,3,THIRD),
sent(THIRD,print),
/* print the third element*/
•
( I
I )
write
•••
,
/* print three dots*/
s en t ( L I ST , 1a s t , END) ,
/* ask the list for its last element*/
sent(END,print).
/* and print the last element*/
Our change has not affected lists of numbers with less than 6 elements.

However

if we try to print the first million integers, the list. behaves sensibly as follows:
sent(actor(nlist,1,1000000,1),print).
( 1 2 3 •••
1000000 )
Notice that our print method asks the list for its length.

This could be quite

expensive considering that the general method for length keeps sending "rest"
messages until the list is empty.

(One part of our "nlist" actor that has been

omitted here are the clauses that determine if an "nlist" is empty.) We can fix this
by adding a method which simply finds the difference between the first and last
element and divides by the increment when asked for the length.
can extend lists to accept "longer than n" messages.
the "last" element message.

Alternatively, we

A similar problem exists with

This one is trivial for "nlist" to handle and quite

expensive if the general method in "list" handles it.
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As it turns out, we have defined "nlists" in such a way that they can represent
infinite lists.

For example, the list of all

"actor(nlist,1,actor(infinity),2)".

the

positive odd integers is

just

"Infinity" is just a number actor which has clauses

such as the following:
sent(actodinfinity),pr·oxy,number).
/* it delegates to number*/
/* infinity+x = infinity
and infinity is greater than anyone*/
sent (actor( i n f in i ty ) , message ( + , ANYONE) , inf in i ty ) •
sent(actor( infinity) ,message(>,ANYONE), true).
Properly all the clauses of "infinity" should be modified to make sure that the other
number which it is being compared with is not itself infinity.

The list of odd

integers can be added to, . taken apart, printed, asked its length, and so on.

For

example,
sent (actor( n 1 i st, 1 , actor ( inf in i ty ) , 2 ) , pr i n t ) •
(1 3 5 •••
i n f i n i ty )
sent(actor(nlist,l,actor(infinity),2),length,L).
L = actor( i n f i n i ty ) •

5. DELAYED COMPUTATIONS
Sometimes it is easy to describe what each object or process in a computation
should be or do but the parts depend upon each other in such complex ways that it
· is difficult to order the events.

One would like to have each process run in

parallel and wait when they need some value that has yet to be computed.

Actor

systems are well-suited for describing parallel processing because of message passing
and the internalization and localization of state descriptions.

However, since

achieving concurrency within Prolog would require major changes to the interpreter
the actor primitives for parallelism were not implemented.
A primitive for delaying computations until the value is needed has, however,
been implemented.

It is especially useful for computing with infinite objects.

The

default behavior for "delay" messages could be defined as follows:
sent(actor(primitive_actor),
/* the default proxy for actors*/
message(handle_for,CLIENT,message(delay,MESSAGE)),
actor(delayed transmission,CLIENT,MESSAGE,VALUE)).
If any actor receives a message beginning with "delay" followed by a message it

just "returns" an actor that is a delayed transmission whose acquaintances are the
original recipient of the message, the delayed message, and a variable representing
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the to-be-computed result of sending the message to the actor.

The next problem

is to define delayed transmissions as actors that when they get •a message finally do
the delayed action and then send the message on along to the result.
sent(actor(delayed transmission,TARGET,DELAYED MESSAGE,VALUE),
MESSAGE,RESULT) :sent(TARGET,DELAYED_MESSAGE,VALUE), /* do delayed computation*/
sent(VALUE,MESSAGE,RESULT). /* and send MESSAGE to the RESULT*/
The difficulty with this solution is that the actor will recompute its delayed
computation every time it is sent a message.

We would like it to compute it the

first time only and from then on have it behave as the result.

To avoid this we

take advantage of Prolog's ability to compute with partially instantiated structures.
The first time the computation is performed "value" is instantiated.
To take advantage of this we add the following:
sent(actor(delayed_transmission,TARGET,DELAYED_MESSAGE,VALUE),
MESSAGE,RESULT) :nonvar(VALUE),
/* If the VALUE is instantiated, then use it*/
sent(VALUE,MESSAGE,RESULT).
/* and send l\'1ESSAGE to the VALUE */
One use of this "delay" message is to construct the lists of integers by extending
our "list" actor as follows:
sent(actor(list),message(integers_beginning,N),RESULT) :sent(N,message(+,1),N_PLUS_ONE),
sent(actor(list),
.
message(delay,message(integers_beginning,N_PLUS_ONE)),
DELAYED REST),
sent(list,message(add_element,N,DELAYED_REST),RESULT).
The result of sending a "integers beginning 1" message to "list" is the list of
natural

numbers.

"Result"

is

bound

to

"actor(list, 1,DELAYED_REST)"

where

"delayed_rest" is a delayed transmission of sending "integers beginning 2" to "list".
An example of using such a list is in implementing a very
computing prime numbers called the "sieve of Eratosthenes".

old algorithm for
The idea is simple.

You repeatedly take the first element of a list, add it to the list of primes, and
delete all multiples of it from the list.
with 2.

The list is initially the integers beginning

With actors and "delay" messages there are no difficulties dealing with

these infinite objects and computations.
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We can define the list of primes as follows:
s en t ( a c t o r ( 1 i s t ) , c r eat e _ p r i me s , THE_ PR IMES ) : sen t ( actor ( 1 i s t ) , mes sage ( i n t e g er s _beg i n n i n g , 2 ) , NUl1B ERS ) ,
sent(NUMBERS,sift,THE_PRIMES).
sent(actor(list),message(handle_for,LIST,sift),RESULT):sent(LIST,first,FIRST),
sent(LIST,rest,REST),
sent(REST,
/* now we perform the delayed computation*/
message(cross_out those_divisible_by,FIRST),
THOSE LEFT),
sent(THOSE-LEFT,message(delay,sift),PRIMES),
sent(actor(list),message(add_element,FIRST,PRIMES),RESULT).
sent(actor(list),
message(handle_for,LIST,
message(cross_out_those_divisible_by,N)),
RESULT) : sent(LIST,first,FIRST),
sent(LIST,rest,REST),
sent (FIRST ,mes sage (mod ,N) ,~OD),
c r OS s_out_he 1 per (FIRST, REST ,~on, N, RESULT).
cross_out_helper(FIRST,REST,0,N,RESULT) :/* mod is 0 means that .this one is a multiple of N */
sent (REST,
message(delay,message(cross_out_those_divisible_by,N))~
RESULT) •
.c r o s s _ o u t _ h e l pe r( F I RS T , REST , _ , N, RESULT ) : /* is not a multiple of N so keep it and delay the recursion*/
sent (REST,
me s sage ( de I a y , me s sage. ( c r o s s _ o u t _ t ho s e _ d i v i s i b l e_ by , N) ) ,
THOSE LEFT) ,
sent(actor(list),message(add_element,FIRST,THOSE_LEFT),RESULT).
/* the corrmands: */
send actor( list) ,create_p·r imes,P), sent(P, pr int).
/* results in the following being typed*/
( 2 3 5 7 11 13 17 /* until we interrupt the program*/
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6. DA TA REPRESENTATION FREE PROGRAMMING

The original instigation of this research was reading two Prolog programs: one
for quick sorting an ordinary list and another for difference lists (<Hansson 1979>
and <Hansson 1980>).

Using Intermission's message passing we can write a quick

sort that works for any sort of list as follows:
sent(actor(list),
message(handle_for,LIST,message(quick_sort,RELATIQ'IJ)),
LIST)

:-

/* the sorted version of any empty list is itself*/
sent(LIST,empty,true).
sent(actor(list),
message(handle_for,LIST,message(quick_sort,RELATIQ'IJ)),
SORTED LIST) : sent(LIST,first,FIRST),
sent(LIST,rest,REST),
/* Partition the list into two parts --- those which are
RELATIQ'IJ (e.g. less than) of FIRST and those that are not*/
sent(REST,
/* sort the two smaller lists*/
message(partition_by,message(RELATIO'J,FIRST)),
TRUES, FALSES) ,
sent(TRUES,message(quick_sort,RELATION),FIRST_PART_SORTED),
sent(FALSES,message(quick_sort,RELATIO'J),REST_SORTED),
/* put the ~orted lists together*/
sent(REST_SORTED,message(add_element,FIRST),NEW_REST_SORTED),
sent(FIRST PART SORTED,
message(append,NEW_REST_SORTED),
SORTED_L 1ST).
sent(actor(list),
message(handle_for,LIST,message(partition_by,PREDICATE)),
LIST,LIST)
/* If a list is empty it partitions into itself*/
:- sent(LIST,empty,true).
sent(actor(list),
message(handle_for,LIST,message(partition_by,PREDICATE)),
TRUES,FALSES) :/* partition LIST by whether the PREDICATE is true or not*/
sent(LIST,first,FIRST),
sent(LIST,rest,REST),
sent(FIRST,PREDICATE,true),
sent(REST,message(partition by,PREDICATE),REST TRUES,FALSES),
s en t ( act o r( REST_ TR lJE S ) , me s sage ( a d d_ e l eme n t , F I RS T ) , TR lJE S ) •
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sent(actor(list),
message(handle_for,LIST,message(partition_by,PREDICATE)),
TRUES,FALSES) :/* this handles the case where the Predicate is false*/
sent(LIST,first,FIRST),
sent(LIST,rest,REST),
sent(FIRST,PREDICATE,false),
sent(REST,message(partition_by,PREDICATE),TRUES,REST_FALSES),
sent(REST_FALSES,message(add ___ element,FIRST),FALSES).
Notice that this quick sort procedure works for any kind of list and any partial
ordering of elements.

For example, it works on Intermission's ordinary lists, lists of

integers (finite ones only), difference lists, lists of lists (an implementation of lists
which behaves as if all the sub-lists were appended together) and others.

One

somewhat silly test which shows off some of the features of Intermission is one in
which a· list of all different sorts of lists is sorted by their length.
elements are infinite lists.

Some of the

All that was required for this test was to extend lists

to answer messages asking if they are longer than another list.

7. OTHER WAYS THE FEATURES OF INTERMISSION MIGHT BE PROVIDED
We have shown how by replacing the data types of Prolog with actors we have
increased the expressive power of the language.

Certain kinds of data structures

that were difficult to express in Prolog (such as infinite lists) are not difficult in
Intermission.

Intermission also

provides more control over the computation as

exemplified by the "delay" message.

Intermission programs are by their very nature

independent of the representation of the data.
One question

that

needs

to

be

answered

is

whether

Intermission could not have been achieved easily in Prolog.

these

advantages

of

We need to emphasize

the word "easily" in our question since we are dealing with Universal Computers
that are Turing equivalent.

For example, suppose instead of sending messages, we

have Prolog relations for dealing with all data structures.
sent(actor(list,FIRST,REST),first,FIRST)./* Intermission's way*/
first([FIRST,REST],FIRST).
/* Prolog's way*/
This scheme is admittedly simpler and a less drastic departure from ordinary
usage of Prolog but is much more limited than the message passing actor system in
Intermission since it represents the message as relation.
awkward when

the message

is

a

list

structure

(e.g.

The scheme gets more
"partition_by

predicate").

Operations such as delegation and delay which apply to all kinds of messages are
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very difficult to express in this setup.

Also, Prolog provides little support for this

form of restricted representation-independent programming such as convenient syntax
or efficient compilation.

(See for example <Yonezawa 1981>.)

8. PROBLEMS WITH INTERMISSION
There are many
awkward and verbose.

problems with Intermission of course.

The syntax is very

This is not a consequence of the use of actors or message

passing but of how Intermission was built upon Prolog.
requires handlers for "handle for ••• "

messages.

Delegation, for example,

With the proper defaulting this

level of detail does not need to appear in any user's program as is the case in most
actor languages.

The worst problem with the syntax of Intermission compared to

Prolog is the use of explicit constructors and selectors instead of pattern matching.
This is ironic since in all other actor languages pattern matching is an essential
part of the language.

Intermission can only partially make use of Prolog's pattern

matching because it is representation dependent.
syntactically different, terms are not unifiable.

Two behaviorly equivalent, but

What is needed in Intermission is a

pattern like "Oiead, •• Tail]" which will match any kind of list while binding "Head"
and "Tail" to the result of sending a "first" and a "rest" message, respectively, to
the list.

These syntactic problems with Intermission could be overcome by placing a

"front end" parser between Intermission programs and Prolog or by changing the
Prolog interpreter.
Another problem with Intermission is that all message passing is bi-directional.
For

full

generality,

especially

with

respect to defining new kinds of control

structures, we would prefer a uni-directional basis.

This change is difficult to

achieve within Prolog and seems to require large changes to the behavior of the
Prolog interpreter.
Certain deficiencies with Prolog have been inherited by

Intermission.

For

example. in the presence of backtracking it is difficult to describe default behavior.
The delegation mechanism is intended to take over only when the actor in question
cannot handle the current message.

One cannot describe a pattern for all the

messages that an actor cannot handle directly and instead one is forced to rely
upon the search order of Prolog's theorem prover so that the delegation clauses are
tried only after all the others have.
Debugging in Prolog is very difficult compared to an actor or Lisp-like language.
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The major difficulty is the lack of a distinction between failures and errors.

Both

cause backtracking, however in the case where the program has a "bug" this leads
to bizarre behavior (e.g. message delegation in an inappropriate situation) and often
the program will not terminate.

It is especially difficult to have the program break

at a point where it is clear that an error should be signaled.

A serious example of

this is the inability to break when an actor receives a message that neither it nor
its proxies can handle.

If

one adds such a clause then it can be triggered

erroneously in the process of backtracking.
The most

serious

short-coming

of

Intermission

language is that it is terribly slow and inefficient.

as

a

practical

programming

This is a consequence of the

way in which actors will built on top of Prolog instead of being incorporated at a
much lower level.

Much of the inefficiency is also due to the lack of control over

Prolog's search behavior.
There is no reason to believe that the use of actors and message passing
necessarily entails computational inefficiencies.

Experience with Act 1, Director,

and Small talk indicate that much (if not all) of the "overhead" of actors and
message

passing can

be

compiled out

without

any

loss of flexibility. · Many

researchers anticipate actor compilers that will be more efficient than those of
conventional languages because the programs being compiled rely only upon the
behavior of the objects involved leaving the compiler great freedom in performing
optimizations which are perfectly safe.

Also there has been much research that

suggests that the actor model of computation leads to programs that can fully
exploit the parallel processors of• the not-too-distant future.
9. POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ACTOR MODEL OF COMPUTATION

This research was performed with two goals: to improve Prolog by a.dding actors
and to improve actors by implementing them in Prolog in such a way so as to
preserve some of its unusual features.

One beneficial side-effect of this research

is that Intermission seems to be a good way of introducing actors and message
passing concepts to a community familiar with Logk Programming.
One very appealing feature of Prolog is the ability to use the same program in
many ways.

For example, the Prolog definition of "append" can be used not only to

compute the result of appending two lists together but can also be used as a
predicate to verify

if the result of appending two lists is a third list, as a
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ienerator of pairs of lists that append to a particular list, as a way of finding the
difference between two lists, and as a generator of triples of lists such that the
first two appended form the third.
This feature of Prolog has only partially been preserved in Intermission.

The

problem is that when sending a message to an un-instantiated actor Prolog often
never terminates while it creates more and more examples of the wrong kind of
The difficulty is primarily one of the inability in Prolog to control its

actor.
search.

Prologs with control primitives such as IC-Prolog might alleviate these

problems.

<Clark 1980>

One of the most important features of Prolog is that the programs have both a
declarative logical interpretation and a

procedural one.

Because of the way

Intermission was built upon Prolog, programs written in Intermission also have these
two

interpretations.

This

is

important for

several

reasons.

Sometimes

the

declarative interpretation is simplier and thus it is easier to write and debug
programs in such cases.

The task of implementing

programs that understand

themselves is eased by the ability to reason about the code as logical statements.
Verification of programs is made easier by taking a logical interpretation ·of the
code.

There is also the possibility that theorem provers could derive programs from

· specifications (<Hansson 1979> and <Hansson 1980> ).
10. FUTURE RESEARCH

Experience is needed using Intermission for more than "toy" programs.

Before

this can be done a more efficient and practical implementation needs to be made.
The big problem here is how to accomplish this while preserving the features of
Prolog, especially the declarative interpretation of programs.

One view of this

research is that it is an attempt to generalize the "procedural" interpretation of
Prolog programs without losing the declarative.
Another avenue of research is to implement a Prolog-like language in an actor
language such as Act 1.

This would help clarify the relationship between the two

languages and would provide many of Act 1's features to Prolog.

The idea here is

similar to that behind QLOG (<Komorowski 1979>) which provides Interlisp features
to Prolog.

This implementation of a Prolog-like language in Act 1 was attempted

by the author.

It lead to a new language called "Uniform" (implemented in Lisp for

pragmatic reasons) which extends unification to such an extend that no other

•
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mechanism is needed.

<Kahn 1981>
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